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1. Foreword 

 

1.1. General objectives  

The Common Semantic model aims to provide recommendations for promoting IACS data semantic 

content standardisation.  

This might be done by recommending relevant existing standards (if any) or by proposing common 

solutions  (that might become standards in future), these existing or potential standards being 

common vocabulary or common data models.  

 

1.1. Deliverable versions 

The Common Semantic  Model is a living document that should be officially delivered on M9, M12 

and M36 of the project, i.e. respectively 9 months, 12 months and 36 months after the official 

beginning of the project (that took place on 01 June 2019).  

The current document is the second version of the Common Semantic Model that was officially 

scheduled on M12. 

 

During the first half of the project, focus has been on the data required by most or at least several 

NIVA Use Cases. First version of Common Semantic Model was dedicated to core geospatial data, i.e. 

mainly LPIS and part of GSAA , that is the basis for all NIVA Use Cases. This second and current 

version focus on 3 topics that are of interest for several Use Cases and that have been chosen in 

agreement with other Work Packages, mainly the Large Scale Pilot  and the project coordination. 

These 3 topics are related to a common crop type for NIVA, to Earth Observation monitoring and to 

exchanges between FMIS and IACS. 

 

Therefore, this second version of the Common Semantic Model has a totally different content from 

the first one. It should be seen as a complement to the first version (and not as a simple update as 

the term “version” would suggest). 

 

The second half of the project should be devoted to consolidate and to promote the uptake of the 

proposed solutions.  It should also be devoted to investigate the semantically related solutions 

elaborated by the NIVA Use Cases to ensure that the tools they have developed will be easily 

reusable in Europe. Some of these solutions might be starting point for future standards and should 

be refined and promoted by the Work Package Harmonisation and Interoperabilty. The results of this 

action plan will be captured in the third and last version of the deliverable Common Semantic Model 

at the end of the NIVA project. 
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1.2. Current deliverable content 

 

In addition to the Foreword, this current version of the Common Semantic Model is logically 

composed of 3 main parts, one for each identified topic of interest.  However, these parts are at 

various levels of maturity, what is reflected by the number of pages! 

The first (and longest) part is related to the deep analysis conducted in order to decide on the best 

solution for a common crop type list in NIVA.  It is composed of chapter 2 but also of a few annexes 

(chapters 5 and 6) providing more details. It has been often presented and discussed within the NIVA 

project and so, is considered as mature. 

The second part (in chapter 3) is related to the modelling of base types for Earth Observation 

Monitoring; the proposed is based on the investigation of a few but significant experimentations in 

this domain (including Sen4CAP). Though “good enough” for first publication, it is still a draft data 

model that should be reviewed and validated by the community involved in CAP monitoring. 

The third (and shortest) part is related to data exchange between FMIS and IACS, it is in chapter 4. 

This part has been developed quite recently and  as a result, its content is limited to present  an 

overview of the issue, with  still more questions than answers.    

 

1.3. Deliverable target and impact 

This deliverable targets mainly the NIVA partners, both as Use Cases teams and as Paying Agencies. 

Common crop type list is expected to be useful for the monitoring Use Cases and for the Farm 

Registry. The data model on base types for EO monitoring is targeting more especially the related 

NIVA monitoring Use Cases (EO monitoring & Traffic lights, Agro-environmental monitoring and 

prefilled application). The considerations about data exchanges between IACS and FMIS is mainly 

reminding the work conducted by the Use Cases dealing with this issue, namely Farmer Performance, 

Agro-environmental monitoring, Farm Registry and  Machine data. The proposals regarding common 

crop type list and EO monitoring may be used as input by Paying Agencies when designing the 

upgrade of their IACS to be set up in order to fit with the new CAP regulation and objectives. 

 

The work on common crop types list is of interest for a wider community of agricultural and  

environmental  stakeholders. The recommendations are adapted to the CAP context and to the IACS 

data but the methodology and the investigation results might be reused in other contexts. A 

Technical Brief is under preparation and will be published soon on the NIVA web site in order to 

enlarge the potential audience. 

The draft data model on EO monitoring is of interest for the set of stakeholders dealing with this 

issue: Paying Agencies, technical services of the European Commission (Joint Research Center), 

researchers, companies …. ).This model will have to be presented to these stakeholders and carefully 

reviewed by them in order to get a consolidated and more stable version. 
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2. Common crop type list for NIVA  

2.1.  Introduction  

2.1.1. Status 

This part about common crop types is considered as mature; the proposed scenarios should now be 

adopted (or possibly adapted) by the NIVA Use Cases. 

2.1.2. Context  

WP2 (Large Scale Pilot) expressed by end of 2019 the requirement of a harmonised crop type to be 

used in the NIVA project.  This topic has been investigated by WP3 (Harmonisation and 

Interoperability) with focus on the following key questions:   

- Why do we need harmonised crop type list(s)?   

- What would be the ideal characteristics of this crop type list(s)?   

- What would be the best way to get such ideal list(s)? 

2.1.3. Methodology  

The investigation has been conducted, following a well-known methodology, consisting in making 

first a state-of-play based on the identification of current practices, existing standards and 

requirements before making proposals. 

 

 

Figure 1  Methodology to decide on common crop type lists 

In theory, the main drivers should be the user requirements; however, in practice, it is often difficult 

to collect them from scratch, with enough detail and reliability. 

This is why the investigation has been conducted in two main steps: 
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- A first version of a discussion paper was elaborated based on a survey of existing practices in 

PA and on existing standards. Through the survey analysis, it has been possible to identify the 

main characteristics of crop type lists. 

- A questionnaire has been launched towards Use Case leaders and Paying Agencies, asking 

them their requirements for a common crop type list. The questionnaire had to be filled 

using as much as possible the concepts identified in the discussion paper. In this way, it was 

possible to collect requirements using, more or less, the same vocabulary and with relevant 

level of detail. 

In practice, the method was more iterative, including several presentations during NIVA events 

(physical or virtual meetings) that have been good opportunities to clarify proposals, to raise 

discussion and to collect feed-back. 

2.1.4. Document structure  

In practice, the document is organised in 6 chapters that follow the chronological order of the 

investigation: 

- Context and methodology 

- Current practices in Paying Agencies 

- Existing standards 

- Main characteristics of crop type lists 

- NIVA requirements for crop type list 

- Proposal for common crop type list(s) 

 

2.2. Current practices in PA  

2.2.1. Overview of crops type list(s) used for declaration 

This overview comes from the questionnaire on semantic interoperability that was launched by WP3 

during autumn 2019. The questionnaire was targeted first to the Paying Agencies that are partners of 

the NIVA project; in a second step, during the Stakeholder Forum in Copenhagen in November 2019, 

other Paying Agencies were also invited to answer this questionnaire. 

 

• Question 9: How many crop types do you register in your country? 
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Figure 2 Number of national crop types 

 

• Question 10: Are these crop types grouped, organized under some hierarchy? 

Positive answer is the most frequent case (9 / 13).  

This grouping is done mainly according one of these two ways: 

- Grouping under a small number of high level values according to land cover type : mainly 

arable land, permanent crops, permanent grassland + some specific national values 

- There are several groupings depending on the eligibility rule; this grouping is generally done 

in a dynamic way, when calculating the aid.  

More details may be found in Annex A (chapter 5). 

2.2.2. Aggregation and comparison exercise 

• Conditions of the exercice 

The 7 pilot countries of the Sen4CAP project have filled, under Excel, matching tables between their 

crop types and the crop type groups used for EO monitoring. These tables have been kindly provided 

by Sen4CAP to the NIVA project. 

Two attributes of these tables have been exploited in the aggregation exercise: the crop type itself 

and the land cover type. The Land Cover type was provided with the values used  by Sen4CAP, 

namely: 

0 Other natural land    1 Annual crop 

2 Permanent crop   3 Grassland 

4 Fallow land    5 Greenhouse and nursery 

The extract of these tables have been aggregated; to do this, a macro was used that enabled to order 

the results according alphabetical order and to identify the common terms. 
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Figure 3 Extract of the comparative-aggregative table 

 

• Results of this exercise 
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220 39 389 179 179 376 249 1467 

Table 1 Crop type lists comparison 

The exercise has shown limited number of common values as the aggregated number of crops is 

1467 whereas the total number of crop types is 1736. 

In addition, it should be noted discrepancies also on Land Cover values: it occurred that countries 

having used same crop type have classified them under different land cover types. 

 

• Analysis of the results 

This small number of common values is due to various factors: 

- Minor spelling discrepancies (e.g. lentil/lentils) 
- Various granularities 
- Mixture of crop types and other concepts (use, practice, land tenure, eligibility rule….) 

In addition, these tables include values that are not about “crop type” but that are related to land 

cover: this is especially the case for grasslands and woodlands. 

Illustrations showing more details may be found in Annex A (chapter 5). 
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2.2.3. First conclusion: wide variety of practices among PA 

Paying Agencies are managing their crop type list in various ways: they deal with significantly 

different number of crop types, they may use one or several crop type lists (e.g. specific values for 

catch crops), they are including various concepts in their crop type list (species, product, agricultural 

practices, eligibility rule, land tenure ….), they are grouping crops using diverse methods, e.g.  

grouping  them under a small number of high level values according to land cover type (mainly arable 

land, permanent crops, permanent grassland + some specific national values) or grouping is done, 

depending on the eligibility rule, in a dynamic way , when calculating the aid.  

However, there is a general trend to consider crops mainly for arable land and for permanent crops 

and quite less for grasslands. 

 

2.3. Standards – harmonisation initiatives  

This chapter proposes a description and an analysis of the standards that have been investigated so 

far, i.e. mainly of the standards for which it was possible to get a human readable list of crop types. 

 

2.3.1. Common catalogues of agricultural plants and vegetable varieties 

The European Common catalogues of varieties of agricultural plant and vegetable species list the 

varieties that can be marketed in the EU. Apparently, it is managed by the EU that registers varieties 

based on the proposals of Member States. 

To be listed, varieties must meet standards on: Distinctness, Uniformity, Stability, Value for 

cultivation and use - for agricultural crops. This value is based on: Yield, Resistance to harmful 

organisms, Response to the environment, Quality characteristics. 

 

The catalogue of agricultural plant varieties includes 87 species, grouped under 5 classes: beet, 

fodder plant, oil and fibre plants, cereals, potatoes. The catalogue of vegetable varieties includes “37 

“species”, some with sub-species.  Both of them include a lot of varieties. 
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Figure 4 Extract of the of the catalogue of agricultural plant species 

Column 1 provides the variety name. Column 2 and 3 provide the originating country (column 1 for 

EU countries, column 3 for EFTA countries).  Column 4 is about observations, in a coded language, 

e.g. “m/M” for mono or multi germ, “H” for hybrid varieties, “ant” for old names …. 

The catalogue of vegetable varieties has the same structure. 

 

Database is available on:  

https://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/plant_propagation_material/plant_variety_catalogues_databases_en 

The web site gives access to the database through a search function: user must choose the species 

and the country; the database provides the list of related varieties. 

The number of species is not the same in the data base and in the catalogue; this is probably due to 

the “sub-species”.  

 

 

 

 

 

Extract of Agricultural plant species  

(around 110 values) 

Extract of  vegetable species 

(around 80 values) 

Figure 5 Extract of the of the catalogue of agricultural plant species 

https://ec.europa.eu/food/plant/plant_propagation_material/plant_variety_catalogues_databases_en
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NOTE: This Common catalogue of varieties of agricultural plant species and the Common catalogue of 

varieties of vegetable species have been mentioned in the definition of the code list 

SpecieCodeValue used in the JRC data model (extract below). 

 

Figure 6 Extract from the SpecieCodeValue  

 “Definition --List of vegetable and agricultural plant species (aggregate of a varieties).  

Description -- A culture of any of the different genera defined in the botanical classification of crops. 

In this case code list consist of binomial names of species from the taxonomy of Linnaeus 

(classification for plants).” 

This JRC code list includes around 150 values. It provides values with both the scientific name (in 

latin) and the common name (in English), i.e. the binomial names. It is ordered according alphabetical 

order. 

2.3.2. Farm Survey Structure (FSS) 

The Farm Survey Structure is the previous Eurostat code list for crop types.  It has been implemented 

in the JRC data model as a code list called CropItemCode, with following definition: List of crop items 

(aggregate of a species). 

There is no explicit hierarchy in this code list however the values are not ordered according 

alphabetical order but seem to be ordered thematically 

Oleaginous Fibre crops 

 

 

Figure 7 Extract from the CropItemCode 
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2.3.3. Integrated Farm Statistics 

The FSS (Farm Structure Survey) used in the JRC data model, has been replaced now by the 
Integrated Farm Statistics (IFS), where the approach is the same: in the annex of the regulation there 
is a list of crops, according to which the member states are obliged to provide agricultural statistics.  

 

Figure 8 Extract from the Integrated Farm Statistics 

This list includes around 100 values.  It has a hierarchical structure with 4 levels. 
 
The highest levels are in summary the following 

- Utilised Agriculture Area (Arable land, Permanent grassland, Permanent crop, Kitchen 
garden) 

- Other farmland/ Special Holding (mushrooms) / Under glass / Irrigation 
 

2.3.4. AGRIPROD 

 In the “Reference and Management of Nomenclatures” (RAMON) database there is the AGRIPROD 

code list with 1010 crop items grouped in a four-level hierarchy.  
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Figure 9 Extract from the AGRIPROD structure 

In the figure above, three out of the four levels are shown using the example of arable land high level 

category. (The fourth level of hierarchy, which includes the crop species themselves are not included 

in the figure.) 
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Figure 10 Extract of AGRIPROD crop type list 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL_LINEAR&IntCurren
tPage=10&StrNom=CL_AGRIPRO&StrLanguageCode=EN 
 

 

2.3.5. LUCAS classification 

LUCAS is a Land Use & Land Cover product of the European Commission (Eurostat), every 3 years. It is 
using both a classification for Land Cover and another one for Land Use.  
 
The LUCAS Land Cover classification is a hierarchical code list (4 levels). Several of the higher values 
may be related to crop types: mainly CROPLAND but also GRASSLAND and may be WOODLAND and 
SCHRUBLAND. 
 
The CROPLAND is further divided into around 150 values. See following illustrations to get more 
details about CROPLANDS. 
 
The class GRASSLAND is divided in 3 classes: 

- GRASSLAND WITH SPARSE TREE/SHRUB COVER 

- GRASSLAND WITHOUT TREE/SHRUB COVER 

- SPONTANEOUSLY RE-VEGETATED SURFACES 

 
 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL_LINEAR&IntCurrentPage=10&StrNom=CL_AGRIPRO&StrLanguageCode=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL_LINEAR&IntCurrentPage=10&StrNom=CL_AGRIPRO&StrLanguageCode=EN
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Figure 11 Extract of LUCAS Land Cover classification (2018) 

 

 
 

Figure 12 Extract of LUCAS Land Cover classification (2015) 

 

NOTE 1: First column provides the level of detail in the hierarchy (1 to 4), column 2 provides the 
parent class and column 3 gives the code of the classification. 
 
NOTE 2: Apparently, there is no strong reason to discriminate levels 3 and 4 ; the existence of level 4 
seems to be driven by the coding system (with only 9 figures available for level 3 => need for the 26 
letters of the Latin alphabet). 
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2.3.6. Indicative Crop Classification (ICC) 

This classification has been provided by FAO for the 2010 round of agricultural censuses. It has 

around 150 values. It is a hierarchical structure with up to 4 levels: group  – class – subclass – order. 

There in addition a “crop type” flag indicating if the crop is permanent or temporary. 

 

 

Figure 12 Extract of Indicative Crop Classification (ICC) 

The high level classification is the following: 
- Cereals       -  Vegetables and melons 
- Fruits and nuts      -  Oilseed crops 
- Root/tuber crops with high starch or inulin content -  Leguminous crops 
- Beverage and spice crops    -  Sugar crops 
- Other crops 

 

2.3.7. FAO LCCS (Land Cover Classification System) 

The FAO LCCS provides 275 crop types classified in a five-level hierarchy. For unambiguous identity of 

crops the Latin names of the species and genera are also given. The scope of the list is worldwide; 

therefore, it contains items for all climate zones. FAO also provides database tools for using this 

classification system. 

http://www.fao.org/economic/the-statistics-division-ess/world-census-of-agriculture/programme-for-the-
world-census-of-agriculture-2000/appendix-4-crop-list/en/ 
 

 
 

http://www.fao.org/economic/the-statistics-division-ess/world-census-of-agriculture/programme-for-the-world-census-of-agriculture-2000/appendix-4-crop-list/en/
http://www.fao.org/economic/the-statistics-division-ess/world-census-of-agriculture/programme-for-the-world-census-of-agriculture-2000/appendix-4-crop-list/en/
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Figure 13 Extracts from the LCCS crop type list 

NOTE: The grouping is done according non-botanical considerations, e.g. temporal aspects 

(temporary crops) or product considerations (e.g. crops for industrial purposes). However the values 

themselves are about species.  

 

2.3.8. EPPO 

EPPO (European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organisation) propose a structured catalogue 

with many species. The scope of the database is very wide, in addition to cultivated plants it includes 

wild plants, pests and pathogens, viruses and virus-like organisms, resulting in more than 5 000 

items. 

 

 

Figure 14 Extract of EPPO catalogue 
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For each crop type (e.g. potato), the EPPO provides a code, scientific name, the hierarchic 

classification (Family - Sub Family – Genus – Species), some notes,) and a list of common names in 

various countries (and languages). 

 

 

Figure 15 Example of species description in EPPO catalogue 

EPPO is been used in all international trade in agriculture products (for the SPS phyto sanitaire 

certificate). 

 

2.3.9. Farm Accountancy Data Network  

Table I of FADN contains crops, or better to say, cultivation of crops, as specific land use. The farms 

are classified in a three- level hierarchy, based on main activities of the farm (e.g. Specialist field 

crops – General field cropping – Specialist cotton). The categorization is at holding level, which 

implies an aggregation of the directly declared crop values. In addition, if animals are kept, their 

economic weight as compared to the various cultivated crops should be assessed. 

https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rica/pdf/site_en.pdf 

 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rica/pdf/site_en.pdf
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Figure 16 Extract of the crop type / LU code list of FADN 

 

FADN uses a grouping of crops that is widely used across EU: https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rica/ 

 

 

Figure 17 Crop grouping of FADN 

 

2.3.10. GPC (Global Product Code) 

GS1 is a global working NGO and acts as standard setting body. Almost every country has a national 

office. GS1 sets the standards for product coding (e.g. bardcode  in retail products) and more 

generally publishes a global language for businesses. 

 These codes are used by retail companies to identify products of farmers. See 

https://www.gs1.org/about for more information. 

The crops are under the segment “Crops” and are classified under a 3 levels hierarchy: Family, Class, 

Brick. 

https://hamac.ign.fr/owa/redir.aspx?C=qQ5gF61nJ1BmCy_iJi9siYUKqdAoEICMTqiOtGb0Mo6Z1HlrdNjXCA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fec.europa.eu%2fagriculture%2frica%2f
https://www.gs1.org/about
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Figure 18 The “Family” choice in GPC 

 

 

Figure 19 Extract of the “Class” choice in GPC 

 

 

Figure 20 Results of search for “Crops for Production of Sugar” in GPC 

 

The brick corresponds to the species; there are 859 unique brick code for crops. Tthis is a global list, 

for Europe  only a section will be relevant. 

 

NOTE: The GPC browser provides a definition of crops : ‘Crops of cultivated plants, being 

seedbearing, gymnosperms, free sporing cryptogams, algae and fungi, that are cultivated for human 

nutrition or for other useful purposes, also includes wild plants that are foraged in a systematical 

manner and then traded.' 
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2.3.11. AgroConnect  

 A key decision made in the Netherlands  has been to  determine  separate (but combined) code lists 

for  species and for crop purpose.   

This code list has reference to the EPPO species code, to the Global Product Code (GPC, from 

GS1) that are combined into  the CL263 code list of the Dutch AgroConnect standard. 

The CL263 code combines the Dutch and English names, the scientific name, with EPPO  and GPC 

codes. 

In practice, relevant species have been selected from the EPPO catalogue in order to limit the scope 

to crop types used in Northern Europe. 

 

 

 

Figure 21 Extract and principles of AgroConnect 
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2.4. Main characteristics of a crop type list  

The survey of existing practices in Paying Agencies and of existing standards has shown a wide variety 

of practices, regarding crop types. However, these various practices may be classified according 3 

main characteristics: definition & concepts , completeness and level of detail, community of use  

 

2.4.1. Definitions and concepts 

• Two main categories  

Finding a relevant definition of “crop type” has not been investigated as such by this discussion 

paper.  However, the survey of current practices and of existing standards has shown that “crop 

type” is considered from two main points of view: 

- Land cover: Botanical classification aiming to identify the cultivated plant, the “species” 

- Land use: Product classification aiming to identify the expected product. 

The botanical crop classification refers to which crops are grown, whereas the product classification 

refers to the product(s) generated from that crop. Thus, “mustard” is an oilseed crop, whereas 

“mustard seed” is the oilseed product.  

The crop “species” and the crop product are not independent notions but are strongly related one to 

another. However, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between a crop and a product. 

The same crop may yield two products – for example, cotton may yield cotton fiber and cotton seed. 

(from FAO LCCS). 

 

NOTE: In the agriculture practice, the structure used for botanical classification  is generally: Genus – 

Species- Variety. 

 

• Other concepts under the crop type notion 

In addition, other concepts are often embedded in the current crop type lists. This is the case of the 

crop type lists used by Paying Agencies that include agricultural practices, land tenure or eligibility 

rules considerations and very often, some other values not directly related to a crop type. 

 

This was also the case of the (previous) FAO crop classification. For instance, the crop classification 

used in the 2000 agricultural census program reflected various elements related to crops, including 

the growing cycle (temporary/permanent), crop species, crop variety (for example, hybrid/ordinary 

maize), season (for example, winter/spring wheat), land type (for example, wetland/dryland rice), 

crop use (for example, pumpkin for food/fodder), type of product (for example, fresh/dried beans), 
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how the crop is processed (for example, industrial crops), and cultivation methods (for example, 

crops grown under protective cover). 

By the way, it should be noticed that the standards investigated in this survey are not always named 

as “crop type standards”; some of them are presented as product standards or as standards for Land 

use, Land Cover, Statistics …. 

2.4.2. Scope & level of detail 

 This topic is related to the number of possible values in the crop type list. 

• Scope  

Two main questions are under the scope topic:  

- Does the standard include all types of crops? 

- Does the standard include items other than crop types? 

In case of negative answer to first question, the standard is not complete enough. It can’t be used for 

NIVA without extra-work to propose missing items. For instance, it should be checked if the existing 

standards address the whole list of possible crops in the 3 categories of agricultural land: arable land, 

permanent crops, permanent grassland. 

In case of positive answer to the second question, the standard has a wider scope than crop types. 

This is not a key drawback if the crop types values may be extracted easily from the whole content of 

the standard. 

• Level of detail  

The level of detail is provided both by the number of levels (in case of a hierarchical classification) 

and by the whole number of possible values. 

 

The level of detail has to be adapted to the requirements:  

- A detailed list will provide rich detailed specific information but will likely contain big number 

of values and possibly a complex hierarchy. Such data is mainly for expert users, able to 

process this detailed but complex data. 

- In opposite, a more generalised code list will contain more generic data, a smaller number of 

values and likely a less complex hierarchy. Such data would be for more ordinary users as not 

requiring too much processing to get relevant information.  

 

2.4.3. Community of use  

A standard is a common agreement between various stakeholders of a community, aiming to ensure 

some interoperability between the data and/or the tools used by these stakeholders. 
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Therefore, a key characteristic of a standard is its related community. The real community of use is 

not always easy to be known but the community who elaborated the standard provides a good 

proxy: is the standard coming from public institutions or for private companies? is it a global 

standard or a regional one (e.g. at European level)? 

The community of use may also depend on more technical aspects, such as the standard version (e.g. 

there is risk that an outdated standard version won’t be any longer in use), the standard technical 

level or the existence of tools supporting the standard use (database, registries, search tools …). 

Typically, regarding the technical level, the language is a key point in case of botanical classification:  

by using scientific Latin names, the standard will target scientific, expert users; by using common 

English names, the standard will target  wider audience and more ordinary users. 

 

2.5. Requirements  

In a first step, requirements have been collected from exchanges within NIVA. It appeared that main 

foreseen drivers for common crop type list were the monitoring Use Cases, the Farm Registry Use 

Case and data publication (INSPIRE, statistics, Linked Open Data). It was also discussed if this 

common crop type list should be used just for data exchange, e.g. from current IACS to NIVA tools or 

from current IACS to external stakeholders or if it should be adopted natively by the Paying Agencies. 

In a second step, a questionnaire was sent to NIVA partners, once first version of the discussion 

paper was published. The questionnaire template may be found in annex B.  It addresses both the 

Use Case teams and the Paying Agencies. 

This chapter presents first the main results from the questionnaire and then a more narrative 

explanation of the requirements, as understood by WP3. 

2.5.1. Questionnaire results  

The key questions were about the need for common crop type list and the main characteristics of 

this common crop list.  Main conclusions are the following: 

- There is globally  an agreement that a common crop type list is required in NIVA; the main 

drivers are the ones identified above; EU research projects such as “Statistics plus” have 

been mentioned in addition 

- In theory, a crop type might or should be defined by various concepts but in practice what is 

needed is mainly a botanical classification and in some specific cases a product-base 

classification 

- There are divergent opinions regarding the level of detail of crop type classification 

o Relatively small lists with aggregated values are considered as more user-friendly, 

less demanding, more feasible 

o There is need for as much detail as possible 

o We need both: detailed and  more aggregated lists  

- There is interest for standards already used by the European institutions but also for 

standards used by agro-business. 
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- The common crop type list should be simple, using common language which will allow all 

users to understand - The list should be interpretable by all – if included, scientific names will 

be used only for internal purposes 

- The common code list should be common but also flexible, i.e. hierarchical and with 

possibilities of customization. 

Regarding the possible adoption of this common crop type list natively by Paying Agencies, the 

expected benefits are to facilitate data exchange and data sharing (INSPIRE, pan-European or 

national statistics or other standardised ways of communication) and the reuse of NIVA tools without 

losing information. However, there is also lot of reluctance due to the expected difficulties: not 

meeting internal requirements and cost of migration to new practice. “We won’t do it if no legal 

obligation”. Making matching process is generally considered as easier than native adoption. 

 

 

Figure 22 The matching process envisaged for UC1b (agro-environmental monitoring) 

 

 

Figure 23 Potential adoption of the common crop type list natively by Paying Agencies 

 

There has been only a few answers to the questions about standards to be preferred or in opposite 

to be avoided. The LUCAS standard has received the most positive feed-back. 
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The last questions were about the general NIVA strategy regarding crop type list: should we choose a 

simple solution satisfying most but not all requirements or should we try to address all requirements 

even if implying complex solutions? The few ones having answered this question have opted for the 

ambitious strategy. 

 

2.5.2. Narrative description of requirements 

• Monitoring Use Cases 

There are 3 official monitoring Use Cases in NIVA: UC1a on EO monitoring & traffic lights, UC1b on 

agro-environmental monitoring and UC2 on prefilled application. However, UC4 on geo-tagged 

photos and UC4b on machine data are providing alternative evidences in complement to EO 

monitoring and so they may also be concerned by the crop type list issue and considered as 

monitoring Use Cases in a wide meaning. 

 

Globally, these Use Cases are using crop types lists:  

- for source data, i.e. the crop type coming from farmer declaration and documented through  

heterogeneous national classifications 

- for target data, e.g. the results of the EO monitoring process or the crop types concerned by 

a given agro-environmental indicator. 

The requirement for common crop type list is stronger for target data. It is clearly needed for UC1b 

where it is necessary as common input for the indicator computation models: the crop selection for 

carbon indicator, the crop rotation for nitrate indicator or the crop diversification for biodiversity 

indicator.  Regarding UC1a and UC2, a priori, there is no absolute need of common crop type as most 

of EO crop classifiers are crop type agnostic: the tool can work on any crop type list, this list being 

implicitly provided by the values indicated in the training data. However, a common crop type list 

would enable to provide monitoring results in a comparable way across countries and so to carry on 

reliable benchmarks. 

 

The common crop type list for target data should rather be botanical one (the crop use can’t be seen 

from satellite images so a product-based classification would be irrelevant) and rather aggregated (in 

practice, the monitoring Use Cases deal with some crop groupings ; for instance, the EO monitoring 

enables to distinguish a maximum of around  100 crop types). 
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Figure 24 Example of matching table documenting the crop grouping (from Sen4CAP) 

Regarding source data, there is no obvious need for a common crop type list (as most EO crop 

classifiers are crop type agnostic). However, if Paying Agencies were adopting natively a common 

crop type lists, this would probably facilitate in future common solutions regarding matching tables 

for crop grouping or message exchange to and from farmers (for geotagged photos or machine data). 

 

In this case, the common crop type list should probably be detailed enough to cover all or at least 

most of the crop type values used by the various European paying Agencies. 

 

UC4b (Machine data) has chosen the Ecrop standard as format for the data exchange between 

machine data and other systems (FMIS, IACS). Crop types are among the information of interest to be 

exchanged. However, the eCrop standard doesn’t provide any harmonised code lists, these code lists 

are up to involved stakeholders. 

UC4b is proposing to use the Dutch standard (AgroConnect based on EPPO and GPC). 

 

• UC3 Farm registry 

UC3 aims to propose a common data model for Farm Registry in Europe. This Farm Registry should 

store : where is the farm ? what does the farm produce? How does the farm produce? 

The issue of common crop type list is present under the second item. The current (draft) data model 

includes various attributes providing detailed information about the crop activity. There is not yet 

final decision about the crop type list(s) to be used. However, it seems there is a will to have both a 

product-based classification and a detailed botanical one (up to the variety). 
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Figure 25 Extracts of the Farm Registry data model 

The Farm Registry is supposed to be fed in a continuous way from the data coming from farmers 

(FMIS).  The potential crop type list recommended by the Farm Registry Use Case should ideally be 

adopted natively by Paying Agencies. 

 

• Publishing data 

INSPIRE 

INSPIRE is a European Directive about data sharing of geospatial information. According to this 

Directive and to the Implementing Rule about interoperability of data sets and services, there is an 

obligation to publish data according to the INSPIRE specifications of the related theme. 

 

LPIS and GSAA are under the scope of INSPIRE.  DG AGRI is preparing  Technical Guidelines to help 

Paying Agencies to implement the INSPIRE  interoperability rules. DG AGRI has just published a 

discussion paper proposing some matching rules between the IACS concepts and the INSPIRE ones.  

 

One of the discussion topics is about the matching of GSAA (and so of the crop type information) to 

INSPIRE theme Land Cover or Land Use. 

 

Regarding the scenario of mapping GSAA to the INSPIRE theme Land Cover, DG AGRI has 

investigating the crop type code list to be used (as the data model for LC data doesn’t mandate any 

code list).  Four standards have been investigated : AGRIPROD, LUCAS, FAO LCCS and EPPO.  The 

recommended one is LUCAS and the FAO LCCS may be used optionally as shown on following 

illustration. 
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Figure 26 Extract from DG AGRI discussion paper 

Regarding the scenario of mapping GSAA to the INSPIRE theme Land Use, DG AGRI has also 

investigating the crop type code list to be used. Only one standard has been investigated (FADN) and 

it was not found very convenient as the FADN is designed to classify farm holdings and not the crop 

types cultivated on agricultural parcels. 

However, the discussion paper is just a starting point; it has been followed by a survey  with a 

question about the potential code lists to be used for publishing crop type information for INSPIRE; 

possible answers for standardised solutions  included AGRIPROD,  LUCAS, LCC, EPPO and FADN. 

 

 

Figure 27 DG AGRI Survey results on  preferred solution for mapping of crop type information 
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The survey (answered mainly by Paying Agencies –LPIS custodians) has shown a clear preference for 

the solutions requiring less efforts (keeping national crop type lists) but ensuring poor 

interoperability of published data. Among the standardised solutions, LUCAS would be the preferred 

one. 

 

Linked Open Data(LOD) 

The Linked Open Data concepts include principles and technologies to make any data easily reusable 

by the community of web developers. They are not targeting any specific user community or use 

cases; therefore, LOD can’t provide any guidelines about what should be the content of a common 

crop type list. 

However, LOD can influence NIVA on two main points: 

- LOD is using ontologies rather than code lists; this is just a format issue and there are 

automatic tools enabling to transform a code list into LOD relevant formats. 

- According to LOD principles, it is better to reuse as much as possible existing ontologies 

rather than creating new ones 

Opening IACS data to other domains than just the CAP management is one of the objectives of NIVA 

but publication of IACS data as LOD is probably  more in the scope of the Open IACS project.  

 

Statistics 

Paying Agencies have to report agricultural statistics to Eurostat. In practice, Eurostat seems 

interested both by product-oriented code lists and by botanical classification. 

Eurostat uses to have a crop type related standard that is product-oriented (currently, the Integrated 

Farm statistics), likely with the will to deal with socio-economic aspects and to focus on “what the 

farm produces”. 

Eurostat also uses a crop type related standard that is based on botanical classification (the 

agricultural part of LUCAS), likely with the will to deal with more environmental aspects, e.g. for 

addressing issues such as the Sustainable Development Goals. 
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2.5.3. Summary of requirement assessment 

 

Requirements for crop type list 

Requirement Main concept Level of detail 

 

Community of use 

Monitoring Use 
Cases 

Land Cover point of view 

 Botanical classification 

Aggregated (results) 

Detailed (source data) 

Farmers and Paying 
Agencies in Europe 

 

 

Farm Registry 

Native adoption 

by Paying 

Agencies 

 

Land Use point of view  

 Product classification 

Land Cover point of view 

 Botanical classification 

 

Detailed  

 

 

Farmers and Paying 
Agencies in Europe 

 

Publishing data 

for INSPIRE 

 

Land Cover point of view 

 Botanical classification 

Land Use point of view 

 Product classification 

 

Aggregated 

 

Public bodies in Europe 

 

Statistics 

Land Use point of view  

 Product classification 

Land Cover point of view 

 Botanical classification 

 

Aggregated 

 

Public bodies in Europe 

Publishing data as 
Linked Open Data 

This use case doesn’t bring any 
preference for the code list 
content 

This use case doesn’t bring 
any preference for the 
code list content 

Web developers 

 => ontologies 

Table 2 Summary of requirements about commun crop type list 

NOTE: The requirements considered as doubtful or “to be confirmed “are written in italics.  
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2.6. Towards a solution for NIVA  

2.6.1. Some basic principles  

• The concepts under the NIVA common crop type list should be limited to botanical or 

product-based classification.  

Other topics (agricultural practices, land tenure …) may be of interest and are not out of NIVA scope. 

However, they should be modeled as attributes other than “crop type” and with the list of their 

possible values being documented in code lists other than the common crop type list. 

 

• It is better to reuse or adapt an existing standard than to create a new one 

For NIVA, this would have 2 main advantages. The first and main one is strategic: an existing standard 

has already a community of users that is likely intersecting with the target stakeholders of the NIVA 

project, therefore the adoption of the NIVA proposed standard will be ensured at least for part of 

these target stakeholders. The second advantage is more practical:  recommending or adapting 

existing standards is quite more feasible than creating a new one from scratch. 

 

• The standard should be adapted to the requirements 

This is of course the main condition but in practice, this is often the most difficult principle to be 

applied, as the requirements are generally not totally clear and as they may be divergent.  The NIVA 

project doesn’t make exception to this rule. 

Nevertheless, some consideration may help to take decision. Regarding the number of possible 

values in the crop type list, a detailed (and hierarchical) list may look the best solution as there is no 

obligation to use all the values. However, in practice, using a code list containing significantly more 

values than what is required is a source of issues: it makes the search more time-consuming, it raises 

the risk of errors …. Therefore aggregated code lists with less values have also their interest. 

Regarding the community of use, European standards would be good candidates for publication of 

IACS data as already being in use for data exchange between national and European public bodies 

and institutions whereas standards already familiar to farmers would be more adapted for data 

exchange between Paying Agencies and farmers, i.e. between IACS and FMIS. 
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2.6.2. Assessment of existing standards 

Existing standard assessment 

Name Description Comment 

 

Common catalogues of 

varieties of agricultural 

plant species and  

varieties of vegetable 
species 

EU catalogue   

Botanical classification (plants that can be 

officially marketed in the EU).   

Detailed (up to variety) but aggregated derived 
extract in the JRC code list 

 

Some missing crop types (e.g. 

permanent crops)  

 

 

Farm Structure Survey 
(FSS) 

Previous Eurostat classification 

Mixture of concepts 

Aggregated ( 150 values) 

Outdated 

Integrated Farm 
Statistics (IFS) 

Current Eurostat crop classification 

Mixture of concepts 

Aggregated ( 100 values) 

 

 

AGRIPROD 

Eurostat 

Scope wider than crops 

Botanical classification (species) 

Detailed ( 1000 values) 

Proposed for INSPIRE  

 

LUCAS 

Eurostat 

Scope wider than crops (Land Cover) 

Botanical classification 

Aggregated ( 150 values) 

 

 

Main candidate for INSPIRE  

Indicative Crop 
Classification 

Global  (FAO) 

Some mixture of concepts  

Aggregated ( 150 values)  

 

LCCS  crop type list Global classification (FAO) 

Product-oriented classification. 

Aggregated (200 values) 

Proposed for INSPIRE 

European and 
Mediterranean Plant 
Protection Organisation 
(EPPO) 

Scope wider than crops or even plants 

Botanical oriented (for plants) 

Detailed classification (> 5000 item) 

Widely used by agro-business 

 

Proposed for INSPIRE 

Farm Accountancy Data 
Network (FADN) 

EU 

Mixed concepts  

(rather product - Land Use oriented) 

Aggregated ( 60 values) 

Addressing farm holding 

classification more than crop 

types themselves 

Grouping of crops is widely used 
across EU 
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GPC 

(Global Product 
Classification) 

Global (GS1 - business standardization) 

Scope wider than crops  

Product-oriented 

Looks rather detailed ( 850 values ) 

 

AgroConnect 

 

Dutch standard 

Combination of botanical classification (EPPO) 

and product classification (GPC) 

Detailed (2660 values) 

 Standard not publicly available 

Common catalogues of 

varieties of agricultural 

plant species and  

varieties of vegetable 
species 

EU catalogue   

Botanical classification (plants that can be 

officially marketed in the EU).   

Detailed (up to variety) but aggregated derived 
extract in the JRC code list 

 

Some missing crop types (e.g. 

permanent crops)  

 

 

Farm Structure Survey 
(FSS) 

Previous Eurostat classification 

Mixture of concepts 

Aggregated ( 150 values) 

outdated 

Integrated Farm 
Statistics (IFS) 

Current Eurostat crop classification 

Mixture of concepts 

Aggregated ( 100 values) 

 

Table 3  Assessment of existing standards 

 

2.6.3. Potential scenarios for NIVA 

• Common botanical based code list  

The investigation has shown that the main requirement is for a botanical-based classification. There 

are several standards offering such types of classification. From the discussion between NIVA 

partners, it would look a bit arbitrary to recommend one rather another. 

 

In addition, as these standards are based on same principles of botanical classification, there are lots 

of similarities and matching between them is generally quite easy. 
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Figure 28 Crop type matching between various standards 

NOTE 1: The FADN is shown in the table not as candidate standard for crop types but to show the 

easy mapping from the crop type candidate standards to the crop grouping of FADN. 

NOTE 2: The above table show only 3 candidate standards but other ones might be considered such 

as the FAO Indicative Crop Classification or the AGRIPROD. 

NOTE 3: This matching has been done in a systematic way by the Open IACS project, between LUCAS, 

EPPO , LCCS (from FAO), FADN, AGRIPROD and the common catalogues of varieties of agricultural 

plants and varieties of vegetables. 

 

These botanical-based standards are therefore recommended to be used in NIVA, the choice 

depending on the requirements to be filled: 

- The LUCAS standard coming from and being used in European institutions is quite adapted 
to data export from IACS to external systems; for instance, it will be relevant for publishing 
IACS data for INSPIRE or for statistics or to provide results of crop classification in a 
comparable way. It is a  list with aggregate values  corresponding  a priori to the content and  
level of detail required by non-expert or moderately-expert users. In addition, it provides 
both crop types in familiar names (as more or least used by Paying Agencies) and a clear 
matching with the related botanical species. 

- The EPPO standard coming from the business community is widely used by the farmers and 

their related stakeholders, by the agro-business chain. Therefore, it might be adapted to data 

import from farmers to Paying Agencies or more accurately from FMIS to IACS.  It has a 

priori enough level of detail to enable Paying Agencies to use it natively without losing data 

The LUCAS hierarchical classification might be adapted to the NIVA context by using the CROPLAND 
values and, if necessary, by extracting what is relevant from other high level classes (GRASSLAND, 
SHRUBLAND, WOODLAND). 
 
In the EPPO standard, there are clearly too many values, most of them being without interest for a 
crop type list.  However, as the values are managed in a database with relevant search tools, it might 
perhaps be used as such by the NIVA project. However, extracting the values corresponding to the 
crops cultivated in Europe would make the list shorter and so more manageable and more user-
friendly. 
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• Common and combined solution 

AgroConnect, the Dutch standard that is including in a common crop type “list” the botanical and 

the product-oriented concepts is very promising.  This standard offers a well-structured solution to 

document in a consistent way the crop types, using both the botanical and the product-oriented 

approaches. Therefore, this approach is probably the most relevant to fulfill the whole set of 

requirements on crop types for native adoption by Paying Agencies, enabling them to register all the 

necessary information, in a consistent way and without losing details. 

 

In addition, as the underlying standards (EPPO and GPC) are widely used by the agro-business, this 

type of solution would present also a strong advantage for farmers as it would enable them to use 

the same standards for their exchanges with all their related stakeholders. 

 

“The AgroConnect standards are widely used in the agro-food domain in the Netherlands: farmers 

association, cooperatives, government (RVO), software providers, hardware providers (milk robots, 

feed robot manufactures, climate equipment …) and abroad (the French FMIS Isagri). 

A key element is that we use codes that are practiced in governmental domains and in private 

domains, and that the codes support the sharing and re-use of data. In these EPPO and GPC codes are 

highly relevant. 

For instance, a strawberry grower in Andalusia could use the same code for his crop declaration in the 

CAP program, for the packing and labeling of his strawberry boxes he sells to the market, cooperation 

or retailer, in his financial administration, and also for the look up in the crop protection chemical 

prescriptions.”  

The extension of AgroConnect to the European context of NIVA would require some efforts. For 

instance, for AgroConnect, the crop types have been selected for Northern Europe; for NIVA, it would 

be necessary to select also crop types from Southern Europe. 

 

It should be investigated during second half of the NIVA project if the effort is worth as Paying 

Agencies are not so willing to adopt natively a common crop type standard. 

 

• Use of crop types in IACS data flows 

The short term solution will probably consist in Paying Agencies keeping their national crop types list 

and using botanical-based  classifications for data exchange, e.g. to import or export data with 

farmers or to publish data for external stakeholders. A priori, a simple classification with limited 

number of possible values would be best solutions. 

 

A longer term solution would consist in Paying Agencies adopting natively the detailed and combined 

approach of AgroConnect, including both the botanical and the product-based approach and 

supported by the related international standards EPPO and GPC widely used in the agro-business. 
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This would make life easier for farmers (as using same standard for various purposes) and this would 

enable Paying Agencies to get data from FMIS without losing or degrading information. 

 

However, this approach would require lots of communication and discussion between involved 

stakeholders in each Member State, as  for any standard adoption. 

 

The data publication should still be done using a simple botanical-based classification. This derivation 

could be facilitated by common matching rules between the rich and detailed “European 

AgroConnect” and the simple botanical classification (e.g. LUCAS). 

 

 

Figure 29 Overview of potential data flows using common crop type lists 

 

2.7. Conclusion 

The recommendations of this deliverable are addressing first short term issues: a common crop type 

classification to be used as exchange format  to prepare the input ou output data of the NIVA tools. 

Due to the deep investigation and to the collaborative approach,  it is expected that these 

recommendations will be globally adopted by the NIVA Use cases requiring a common crop type list. 
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However, it is possible that some adaptations will be required. This will be assessed in the last 

version of the deliverable D3.2. 

 

The recommendations of this deliverable are also addressing longer term issues: a common crop 

type classification to be used natively by Paying Agencies and that would facilitate standardized 

exchanges with external stakeholders. However, the issue is not just about replacing a national code 

list by a common one: it is about changing the modeling approach. Currently, most Paying Agencies 

manage a single crop type list that is reflecting the administrative point of view on crop types, 

generally mixing botanical, product, land tenure, practice … considerations. The first step would be to 

adopt a cleaner modeling approach, with an attribute dedicated to each concept. Such modeling 

approach is proposed by the NIVA Use Case Farm registry and its data model.   

Having a common approach, such as a specific attribute describing the crop species or a combined 

attribute mixing in a consistent way  botanical and product  points of view, is probably the key point 

or at least a first step to improve semantic interoperability and to facilitate data exchanges between 

IACs and FMIS or between IACS and external users. Then adopting a common classification would of 

course provide a higher level of interoperability. 

In summary, Paying Agencies shoud change their whole philosophy: instead of having a single 

attribute that is enough for them to manage CAP payments and that makes their life easy, they 

should manage a dedicated attribute for each concept, what may be more complex for them but 

what should facilitate data exchanges and make life easier for farmers (as automatic exchanges 

between FMIS and IACS would contribute to reduce the farmer administrative burden) and for 

external users of IACS data.  

Of course, this is less likely to occur during the NIVA project life-time: the answers of Paying Agencies 

about native adoption of common crop types list have shown very limited enthousiasm! 
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3. Base types for EO processing and CAP monitoring 

3.1. Introduction  

3.1.1. Status 

This part is offering a draft data model that should be presented and reviewed by the EO monitoring 

stakeholders; it should be checked against various EO monitoring experiences in order to establish 

and improve its validity and relevance. 

3.1.2. Context 

Several NIVA Use Cases are dealing with Earth Observations data in order to prepare future and 

better management of the Common Agricultural Policy and are called the “monitoring Use Cases”: 

- UC1a: Earth Observation monitoring and Traffic Lights 

- UC1b: Agro-environmental monitoring 

- UC2: Prefilled application 

These Use Cases will deal with Earth Observation data in various ways and for various purposes that 

may be summarised as follows 

- UC1a will use satellite images and derived data in order to compare them with the farmer 

decaration ; the purpose is to decide if the farmer declaration is correct, i.e. to decide on 

traffic lights. Satellite images are used to check the farmer declaration. 

- UC1b will compute agro-environmental indicators about carbon budget, nitrate leaching and 

biodiversity by using mainly farmer declaration (IACS data) and Sentinel images. Sentinel 

data will be used to get information that is not present in IACS.  Satellite images are used to  

complement the farmer declaration. 

- UC2 will use satellite images in order to automatically delineate preliminary parcel boundary 

and suggest the crop or agricultural activity that the farmer has begun before the farmer 

declaration date ; this guess should be used to prefill the farmer application. Satellite images 

are used to forecast (and ideally replace) the farmer declaration. 

 

The NIVA project is not working in isolation but it is taking into account other European projects 

dealing with CAP and Earth Observation. This is especially the case of the Sen4CAP project that has 

developed some EO processes for the CAP monitoring. 

3.1.3. Objectives 

The general objective is to propose a conceptual data model to describe Earth Observation data and 

its use in the CAP monitoring and managing processes. 

A first version of this discussion paper main was initiated with the main objective to propose a 

modelling of the EO monitoring process in order to display the potential steps and options, to show 
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the ones already done by Sen4CAP and to identify gaps. This gap analysis has helped the UC1a team 

to decide which functionalities missing in Sen4CAP should be developed in the NIVA tools: the 

purpose is to  bring added value to the Sen4CAP results instead of duplicating efforts.  

The current version of this paper has two main objectives. The first one is internal to the NIVA 

project: it is to propose common concepts that may be reused by the 3 NIVA monitoring Use Cases.  

This would contribute to a key aspect of semantic interoperability that consists in using same words 

when talking about same things. 

The second objective is more general: it is about providing common concepts that might be used to 

document in a standardised way the complex EO monitoring processes: 

- In operational context, the base types may be reused to build parts of the Area Monitoring 

System to be set up by Paying Agencies;  one of the expected benefit would be to ensure 

traceability and transparency of the chosen control method.  

- In scientific context, benefit would be an help to build methodologies in order to compare 

various EO monitoring methods and their results. 

3.2. Data model 

3.2.1. Principles  

The  data model focuses on EO monitoring that is the most demanding Use Case regarding Earth 

Observation data and processes. The approach is a top-down one: the paper presents first the high-

level choices regarding monitoring stategy and then goes into more detail about the EO processes 

and EO data. 

The data model is a conceptual model whose aim is to propose clear semantic, i.e. the practical 

implementation considerations haven’t been taken into account. The model doesn’t claim to be the 

most efficient for operational purpose but as useful as possible to provide common understanding. 

The data model includes only Base Types, i.e. the feature types, attributes, attribute values (code 

lists)  that are necessary to describe the EO monitoring process in general. However, some focus has 

been put on the crop classification process that is currently among the most widely used methods. 

- It doesn’t aim to be exhaustive and to describe in detail all the potential satellite data and EO 

processes. Typically,  many of the code lists are including not the full set of possible values 

but only a few examples. 

- It doesn’t aim to propose a whole EO monitoring system. This part is up to the developer 

teams of EO monitoring processes.  

The data model is in UML (Unified Modelling Language) and conforms to ISO 19103 and INSPIRE 

modelling practices. Main patterns used in UML are: 

- Feature types that are classes of objects 

- Feature types have various attributes that may be geometric (points, curves, surfaces), 

character strings, numbers (real, integer …), dates, boolean or defined as code lists or as data 

types. These attributes have a multiplicity expressing the number of values the attribute may 
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take for each object instance of the feature type. By default, the multiplicity is 1 and is not 

indicated.  

- Data types that are generally used for composed attributes  

- Code lists that provide the potential values of an attribute 

- Inheritance 

o Inheritance is between a child and a parent feature types 

o It is shown by a specific arrow  

o The arrow destination is the parent feature type 

o The arrow origin is the child feature type  

o The child feature type inherits from the attributes of the parent feature type 

o In summary, the child feature type is a sub-class of the parent feature type having 

both the generic attributes of the parent and its own specific attributes. 

- Associations  

o Associations are shown by lines  

o A simple line is used for ordinary associations 

o A line with diamond is used for compositions  

  

Inheritance arrow Composition arrow 

Table 4 Some modelling patterns used in UML 

3.2.2. General monitoring strategy  

 

Figure 30 Feature types for Monitoring Strategy 

 class Monitoring Base Types Strategy

«featureType»

EligibilityRule

+ eligibil ityRuleType:  EligibilityRuleTypeValue

EligibilityRuleTypeValue

+ basicPaymentScheme

+ cropDiversification

+ maintainingExistingPermanentGrassland

+ catchCrop

+ fallow

+ nitrogenFixingCrop

+ volontaryCoupledScheme

+ cropSpecificPaymentForCotton

+ other

«featureType»

MonitoringProcess

«featureType»

EOMonitoringProcess

+ EOMonitoringProcessType:  EOMonitoringProcessTypeValue

+ agriculturalScope:  AgriculturalScopeValue

+ temporalScope:  TemporalScope

«featureType»

OtherMonitoringProcess

Examples provided 

based on Sen4CAP 

and NIVA - UC1a 

practices.

1..* 1..*
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Each CAP eligibility rule has to be monitored, using one or several monitoring processes. These 

processes may use Earth Observation data i.e. satellite images (EOMonitoringProcess) or other 

source (OtherMonitoringProcess). The OtherMonitoringProcess is out of scope of this paper and so, 

won’t be further detailed. 

 

The model includes a simple relation between the EligibilityRule and the MonitoringProcess. In 

practice, there will be a set of rules and conditions to decide how the results of the 

MonitoringProcess will be used to decide on the conformity to the eligibility rule. This set of rules 

and conditions has been kept out of scope of this paper. 

However, it is possible to find examples about  how the results of EO monitoring process are used to 

decide on conformance to eligibility rule. The JRC guidelines propose a methodology based on 

markers, scenarios, lane and lane rules.  The Sen4CAP project has developed a concrete but rather 

basic approach to decide on conformance to the eligibility rules in the scope of the project (crop 

diversification, some EFA). The NIVA project will develop a Decision Support System that will be 

implemented for other eligibility rules, including Basic Payment. 

For each monitoring process, it is necessary to determine: 

- What it does, i.e. its type (crop classification, harvest detection …) 

- Where it applies, i.e. its geographical scope (arable land, permanent grassland …) 

- When it applies, i.e. its temporal scope. 

The temporal scope may be supplied as an ordered set of dates or more likely as a period of time and 

a frequency (e.g. every 20 days between 01 March and 30 September). 

This information is provided through the data types and code lists of next figure. 

 

 

Figure 31 More details about EO Monitoring Process  

class Monitoring Base Types Strategy

«codeList»

EOMonitoringProcessTypeValue

+ cropClassification

+ harvestDetection

+ mowingDetection

+ other

+ ploughingDetection

+ sowingDetection

+ vegetationPresenceCheck

«codeList»

AgriculturalScopeValue

+ arableLand

+ other

+ permanentCrop

+ permanentGrassland

+ wholeAgriculturalTerritory

«dataType»

TemporalScope

+ date: DateTime [0..*] {ordered}

+ frequency: FrequencyValue [0..1]

+ period: Period [0..1]

«dataType»

Period

+ beginDate: Date

+ endDate: Date

«codeList»

FrequencyValue

+ every10Days

+ every15Days

+ every20Days

+ every5Days

+ everyMonth

+ other

Exemples provided 

based on Sentinel 2 

frequency.
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EXAMPLE: The monitoring strategy for checking the Eligibility Rule on maintaining Existing Permanent 

Grassland might consist in checking twice a year and during n years that there is grass (using crop 

classification as type of EO Monitoring Process) and that there has been no ploughing (using 

ploughingDetection as type of EO Monitoring Process). These 2 monitoring processes are meaningful 

for the whole Agricultural Territory (agricultural scope) 

The temporal scope might be provided as dates, e.g. April (year n), October (year n), April (year n + 

1), October (year n+1) ….  

 

3.2.3. Monitoring operations 

• Description 

 

 

Figure 32 Components of an EO Monitoring Process 

 

Whereas the monitoring strategy is mainly an intellectual  exercise, it has to be later implemented 

through concrete operations. In the above model, the operations are considered as components of 

the general EOMonitoringProcess. 

These operations include: 

- The IACS data preparation (generally from an initial agricultural parcel file) 

- The Earth Observation operations themselves. 

• IACS data preparation 
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Figure 33  Examples of IACS data preparation 

The codelist IACSDataPreparationTypeValue provides a few examples of the potential IACS data 

preparation operations. These operations are generally conducted before running the EO monitoring 

operation(s).  

Some of them are rather generic, i.e. applying to most EO monitoring processes, such as parcel 

quality checks (e.g. check if polygons are closed), exclusion a priori of parcels  that are too small to be 

monitored by EO, gouping of small parcels into Feature If Interest (FOI), exclusion of non agricultural 

areas such as buildings or lanes from the parcel geometry. 

Some of them are more specific and will depend on the chosen EO process. For instance, 

cropGrouping is generally used for crop classification. 

• EO Monitoring operation 

 

Figure 34 Main characteristics of an EO Monitoring Operation 

 class Monitoring Base Types Process

«featureType»

IACSDataPreparationOperation

+ sourceData:  URL

+ type:  DataPreparationTypeValue

«codeList»

DataPreparationTypeValue

+ smallParcelExclusion

+ cropGrouping

+ addingAttributes

+ parcelQualityCheck

+ aggregationIntoFOI

+ nonAgriculturalAreaExclusion

+ other

 class Monitoring Base Types Process

«featureType»

EOMonitoringOperation

+ asssessmentDate:  DateTime

+ imagePeriod:  Period

+ zone:  ComputationZone

+ algorithmType:  AlgorithmTypeValue

+ toolName:  CharacterString

+ toolDescription:  URL

+ toolType:  ToolTypeValue

+ markerType:  MarkerTypeValue [0..1]

«codeList»

AlgorithmTypeValue

+ markerBased

+ randomForest

+ supportVectorMachine

+ artificialNeuralNetwork

+ activeLearning

+ other

«codeList»

ToolTypeValue

+ pixelLevel

+ objectLevel

«codeList»

MarkerTypeValue

+ presenceOfVegetationCycle

+ lossOfVegetation

+ growthOfVegetation

+ noLossOfVegetation

+ dynamicHighVegetationCondition

+ stableOrLowVegetationCondition

+ other
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The EOMonitoringOperation takes place at a given date (assessmentDate), using satellite images on a 

given period (imagePeriod) and according to a given method described through the attributes: 

algorithmType, toolName, toolDescription and toolType. 

 

NOTE 1: The EO Monitoring Operation is expected to provide results (traffic lights) on agricultural 

parcels (or on FoI). However, in practice, these monitoring operations are generally  carried out using 

existing tools, such as Sen4CAP or IOTA 2, some of these tools are offering results at pixel level 

whereas other tools are providing directly results at parcel level. The tool type (pixel or parcel level)  

is a strategic choice for Paying Agencies  as the first option offers more flexibility but also requires 

more extra-work before getting results at parcel level. 

NOTE 2:  The AlgorithmTypeValue describes in detail the method chosen for the EO Monitoring 

Operation. It is generally related to the EO Monitoring Process Type. For instance, until now, the 

Random Forest algorithme has been widely used for crop classification whereas marker based 

algorithms have been often used for detection of events (mowing detection, ploughing detection ….). 

These dependancies are not shown in this data model but this might be done in future, through 

constraints. 

NOTE 3: The MarkerTypeValue provides more details. This attribute is relevant only in case of  if a 

markerBased operation. This why its multiplicity is [0..1]. 

 

 

Figure 35 How to describe the Computation Zone of an EO Monitoring Operation 

 

 

 class Monitoring Base Types Process

«dataType»

ComputationZone

+ geometry:  GM_MultiSurface

+ name:  CharacterString

+ type:  ComputationZoneTypeValue

+ level:  ComputationZoneLevel [0..1]

+ area:  Area

+ numberOfAgriculturalParcels:  Integer

«codeList»

ComputationZoneTypeValue

+ satelliteImageTile

+ administrativeUnit

+ biogeographicalRegion

+ other

«union»

ComputationZoneLev el

+ administrativeUnitLevel:  AdministrativeHierarchyLevel

+ biogeographicalRegionLevel:  RegionClassificationValue

«codeList»

Bio-geographicalRegions::

RegionClassificationLev elValue

+ international

+ national

+ regional

+ local

«codeList»

Administrativ eUnits::

Administrativ eHierarchyLev el

+ 1stOrder

+ 2ndOrder

+ 3rdOrder

+ 4thOrder

+ 5thOrder

+ 6thOrder
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ComputationZone is defined by a geometry (to be used in the computation process) and by other 

attributes more dedicated to document the operation.  

 

One key choice is the type of computation zone. At least for monitoring operations using training 

data, the best option is to use biogeographical regions that are big enough to have many parcels; 

however, for practical reasons, other options may be chosen (e.g. satellite image tile, administrative 

units). 

 

The “importance” of the computation zone might or should be expressed using its area, its number 

of parcels and in case of administrative units or of biogeographical regions, by its level. The code lists 

provided in this data model  in order to document these levels are coming from INSPIRE; it is advised 

to use them in case of benchmarking various methods in Europe.   

 

• Monitoring results 

 

 

Figure 36 Monitoring Results 

 

 

class  Monitoring Results

«featureType»

EligibilityRule

+ eligibilityRuleType: EligibilityRuleTypeValue

«featureType»

EOMonitoringProcess

+ agriculturalScope: AgriculturalScopeValue

+ EOMonitoringProcessType: EOMonitoringProcessTypeValue

+ temporalScope: TemporalScope

«featureType»

EOMonitoringOperation

+ algorithmType: AlgorithmTypeValue

+ asssessmentDate: DateTime

+ imagePeriod: Period

+ markerType: MarkerTypeValue [0..1]

+ toolDescription: URL

+ toolName: CharacterString

+ toolType: ToolTypeValue

+ zone: ComputationZone

«featureType»

MonitoringProcess

«featureType»

Core data::AgriculturalParcel

+ agriculturalAreaType: AgriculturalAreaType

+ declaredArea: Area

+ declaredCropType: CropTypeValue [1..*]

+ declaredPractice: PracticeValue [0..*]

+ geometry: GM_Surface

+ identifier: CharacterString

«featureType»

MonitoringResult

+ resultReliability: ResultReliability [0..1]

+ trafficLight: TrafficLightValue [0..1]

«codeList»

TrafficLightValue

+ flashingBlue

+ flashingYellow

+ green

+ red

+ yellow

«dataType»

EOMonitoringOperationResultsQuality

To be further developped

1..*1..*

1..*

0..*

1..*

1
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For simplicity reasons, the data model considers that the monitoring results will apply on Agricultural 

Parcels. However, in practice, according to the objectives and context, it might be more relevant to 

store and report the monitoring results on other feature types, such as Agricultural Area, Reference 

Parcel or Feature of Interest. 

 

The feature type AgriculturalParcel is represented in the simplified and harmonised way proposed by 

the NIVA deliverable on Common data model for IACS core geospatial data. The declared crop(s) and 

declared practice (s)  should logically be related to the Eligibility Rule to be checked.  

 

As general principle, the monitoring results have to be stored for each monitoring operation on  each 

of the concerned parcels.  

In the data model, MonitoringResult is a feature type related to AgriculturalParcel and to 

EOMonitoringOperation. From the association to the EOMoninoringOperation and from the 

associations  from EOMonitoring Operation to other feature types, it should be in theory possible to 

retrieve the eligibility rule, the assessment date …. The data model is fine  from intellectual point of 

view as it avoids any redundancy. However, in practice, it will likely be necessary to store directly at 

parcel level most of the information about the objective and context of the monitoring operation. 

There is clearly a huge work to transform this theoretical overview into a concrete operational 

system. 

 

For the MonitoringResult itself, it is proposed to store the end result (traffic light at parcel level) 

and/or a resultReliability attribute. This resultReliability attribute is not defined as it may depend on 

various criteria, such as the type of the EO Process Operation, the quality of satellite data (e.g. 

absence of clouds), the parcel size …. A potential component of this result reliability attribute might 

be the matching percentage between the result measure from satellite images and the expected 

result from farmer declaration (ex: there is 94% probability that the observed crop is grass as 

declared by farmer) . The resultReliability concept is expected to have two main benefits: it would 

enable to make simulation of various rules (e.g. thresholds) to decide of the colour of traffic lights, it 

would also ensure traceability of the monitoring process and contribute to transparent governance. 

Once defined, , it might be discussed among the reliabilityResult components, those that should be 

provided in a systematic way to farmers and those that should be just stored in case of requests or 

for the internal purpose of the Paying Agency. 
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Figure 37 Assesssing the quality of EO Monitoring Operation 

 

In addition to the individual results at parcel level, it would be useful to define and store some 

information documenting the quality of the EO Monitoring Operation (proposed as a data type in the 

model). A priori, there are two main and conflicting aspects regarding the quality of an EO 

Monitoring Operation: 

- Reliability of the operation 

- Efficiency of the operation 

In case the expected results of the operation are traffic lights, the reliability of the operation could be 

expressed by the proportion of wrong green lights and the proportion of wrong red lights. This 

proportion might be estimated if results of the EO Monitoring Operation have been compared (at 

least on a sample) with results coming from other sources considered as more reliable. This 

proportion might also be estimated through quality insurance, by general knowledge of the strengths 

and weaknesses of the various steps of the monitoring operation. 

It is modelled as a link to report(s) or document(s) explaining the quality insurance steps or the 

quality control method and results. Until now, assessing reliability of EO Monitoring Operations is still 

a topic for innovation or even research, therefore it is too early to propose more accurate 

standardised way to describe it. 

 

In case the expected results of the operation are traffic lights, the efficiency of the operation could 

be expressed by the proportion of parcels for which a final decision was taken (i.e. green or red 

lights) compared to the total number of parcels within the agricultural scope of the operation 

process. The lack of final decision may occur due to yellow traffic lights but also from no traffic light 

at all (e.g. in case of parcels too small to be dealt with by EO monitoring). 

  

• Crop classification 

 

class  Monitoring Results

«featureType»

EOMonitoringOperation

+ algorithmType: AlgorithmTypeValue

+ asssessmentDate: DateTime

+ imagePeriod: Period

+ markerType: MarkerTypeValue [0..1]

+ toolDescription: URL

+ toolName: CharacterString

+ toolType: ToolTypeValue

+ zone: ComputationZone

«dataType»

EOMonitoringOperationResultsQuality

+ efficiency: Percentage [0..1]

+ qualityReport: URL [0..1]

+ wrongGreenLights: Percentage [0..1]

+ wrongRedLights: Percentage [0..1]

To be further developped
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Crop classification using machnine or deep learning techniques is one of the most widely used EO 

Monitoring Processes for CAP Monitoring; in NIVA, it is te case in UC1a. It might also be used for 

other purposes, such as crop forecast; in NIVA, this is more or less the case in UC2 .  

 

 

Figure 38 Crop classification principle using deep or machine learning 

 

NOTE:  The last step is not performed if the sample datasets used for training and calibration are 

representing the whole dataset to be classified. 

 

For crop classification, the key step regarding data preparation is the crop grouping: current EO 

automatic crop classification processes generally enable to make distinction between only around 

one hundred crop types  whereas Paying Agencies may use more detailed crop types list ; this is why 

it is often necessary to define crop groups. This crop grouping is up to each Paying Agency, 

depending mainly on the eligibility rules to be monitored and to the initial crop type type list. 

 

 

 

Figure 39  Adaptable code list for crop groups 

 

 

 

class Crop classification

«codeList»

CropGroupValue Code list to be defined by 

Paying Agencies according

to their monitoring context
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Figure 40 Choosing Sample Datasets 

 

The next main step is to train the automatic classifier using sample training data; in our scope, the 

training data consists in agricultural parcels with information about crop group.  

The crop group information may come from farmer declaration (case of UC1a in NIVA) or from other 

independent sources (case of UC2 in NIVA). 

 

Sample training dataset is used to provide examples to the crop classifier in order to allow it to 

define the rules and criteria enabling to distinguish a crop group from another one. Other sample 

dataset is used for calibration : in practice the crop classifier is run on this calibration sample and the 

results of this classification are compared with the initial crop group information; results of this 

comparison are generally displayed in confusion matrixes, providing some qualification of the 

classifier. 

 

The  selection of training data is a human being task implying several choices related for instance to 

the training data sample size (attribute ratioSampleData) and to the strategy in choosing this sample, 

e.g. random, spatial representativity, crop group representatvity; the last one is widely used for EO 

monitoring  due to the willing to be able to distinguish between all the crop groups defined in the 

data preparation phase. In practice, the selection rules often vary depending if a cropGroup  is widely 

represented (in this case, a percentage is extracted) or not (in this case, a minimum number of 

parcels is generally ensured).  

 

 

class Crop classification

SampleDataset

+ ratioSampleData: Percentage

+ selectionStrategy: SelectionStrategyValue

+ source: SampleDatasetSourceValue

«dataType»

CropGroupRepresentativity

+ cropGroup: CropGroupValue

+ minimumNumberOfParcels: Integer [0..1]

+ ratio: Percentage [0..1]

«featureType»

TrainingSampleDataset

«featureType»

CalibrationSample Dataset

«codeList»

SelectionStrategyValue

+ cropGroupRepresentativity

+ other

+ random

+ spatialRepresentativity

«codeList»

SampleDatasetSourceValue

+ farmerDeclaration

+ other

0..*
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Figure 41 Results of crop classification 

The results of crop classification are generally provided at agricultural parcel level. For each 

cropGroup included in the training data sample, the tool computes the probability that the 

information provided by the satellite images on a given parcel looks like the cropGroup. In practice, 

the crop classifier tools often provide only the results for the best candidates (e.g. the 3 crop groups 

having the greatest probability). 

 

The quality of the crop classification operation is often provided using the overall accuracy, i.e. the 

proportion of parcels correctly classified. More detailed information may be provided by indicating 

for each cropGroup, the proportion of parcels classified wrongly under this cropGroup 

(proportionFalsePositive) and in opposite, the proportion of parcels that should have been classified 

under this cropGroup but were not (proportionFalseNegative). 

3.2.4. Data from satellite images  

• Image description 

 

Figure 42 Earth Observation images modeled as coverages 

class Crop classification

«featureType»

Core data::AgriculturalParcel

«dataType»

CropClassificationResult

+ cropGroup: CropGroupValue

+ cropGroupProbability: Percentage

«featureType»

EOMonitoringOperation

«featureType»

CropClassificationOperation

+ cropGroupAccuracy: CropGroupAccuracy [1..*]

+ overallAccuracy: Percentage

«dataType»

CropGroupAccuracy

+ cropGroup: CropGroupValue

+ proportion falsePositive: Percentage

+ proportionFalseNegative: Percentage

1..* 0..*

0..*

class Monitoring Base Types Images

«codeList»

SatelliteTypeValue

+ Landsat

+ other

+ Planet

+ Sentinel1

+ Sentinel2

+ SingleLookComplex

«featureType»

EarthObservationCoverage

+ coverageFunction: CoverageFunction

+ date: DateTime [0..1]

+ domainSet: CV_RectifiedGrid

+ footprint: GM_Surface

+ name: CharacterString [0..1]

+ period: Period [0..1]

+ preprocessingType: EOPreprocessingTypeValue [0..*]

+ rangeSet: Any

+ rangeType: EarthObservationDescription

+ satelliteType: SatelliteTypeValue [1..*]

«codeList»

EOPreprocessingTypeValue

+ atmosphericCorrection

+ fusion

+ orthorectification

+ other

+ superResolution
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EarthObservationCoverage is used to model all types of images coming from satellite data including 

raw images and images representing derived data. 

 

The model is based on the coverage concepts coming from ISO 19123 and also used in INSPIRE:  

- a coverage has a geometry (as rectified grid), expressed as a domainSet, i.e. it is the set of 

pixels 

- a coverage has semantics expressed as rangeSet 

- the coverage function enables the link between the domainSet and the domainRange 

- the meaning of the semantics content is described by the rangeType; here the range type is 

defined as an EarthObservationDescription (defined more in detail in next paragraph). 

This modelling is mainly formal ; in practice, it is still expected that data will be provided through 

widely used image formats. 

 

In addition, the EarthObservationCoverage has a few attributes, documenting the image as a whole: 

its  footprint (as a surface), a name if any (e.g. code of a Sentinel tile), a date if the image is related to 

a single observation or a period if the image includes temporal series in its semantics, the satellite(s) 

the image comes from, the preprocessing(s) if any operated on the image. 

The code lists SatelliteTypeValue and PreprocessingTypeValue provide some examples of potential 

values but don’t pretend to be exhaustive. 

 

• Pixel description 

 

 

Figure 43 Description of the semantics carried at pixel level 

class Monitoring Base Types Images

«dataType»

IndexDescription

+ computationMethod: URL [0..1]

+ indexType: IndexTypeValue

+ indexUnit: UnitOfMeasure [0..1]

«featureType»

TemporalSeries

+ description: URL [0..1]

+ imageBandType: ImageBandType [0..1]

+ indexDescription: IndexDescription [0..1]

«codeList»

IndexTypeValue

+ brightness

+ fAPAR

+ FCOVER

+ LAI

+ NDVI

+ NDWI

+ other

«dataType»

TemporalSeriesComponent

+ date: DateTime

+ value: Real

«dataType»

EarthObservationDescription

+ bandTemporalSeries: TemporalSeries [0..*]

+ imageBandType: ImageBandType [0..*]

+ index: IndexDescription [0..*]

+ indexTemporalSeries: TemporalSeries [0..*]

+ other: Any [0..*]

+ status: ObservationStatusValue

«codeList»

ImageBandType

«codeList»

ObservationStatusValue

+ cloud

+ land

+ noData

+ snow

+ water

1..* {ordered}
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The Earth Observation Description includes the type of observation : in most frequent cases, one or 

several bands (in case of raw images –see next figure), indexes in case of derived images or temporal 

series of one of the previous categories. In addition, the attribute observation status may provide 

some information about the quality of the observation; the code list ObservationValue Status comes 

from the values used in the Sen4CAP project and is provided as example. 

 

The code list Index Type Value provides some examples, with focus on the indexes the most 

frequently used for PAC monitoring. In addition to its type, an index may have to be described by a 

Unit of Measure (if necessary) and by a computation method (e.g. there may be different ways to 

compute vegetation indexes). 

 

A temporal series is an ordered suite of dates and values; the value meaning is documented  by the 

attributes imageBandType or indexDescription. In addition, the temporal series should ideally be 

documented by a description, explaining for instance, the expected observation frequency, if there 

has been gap filling (e.g. in case of clouds) and if yes, what was the method used … 

 

 

Figure 44 Possible band image values for the satellite most widely used for PAC monitoring 

 

3.3. Conclusions 

The above data model “Base types for EO monitoring” will be revised and consolidated by NIVA 

project until the end of the project, mainly in order to get a more robust model (removing possible 

inconsistencies). 

 

class Monitoring Base Types Images

«codeList»

Sentinel2BandNameValue

+ B1

+ B10

+ B11

+ B12

+ B2

+ B3

+ B4

+ B5

+ B6

+ B7

+ B8

+ B8a

+ B9

«codeList»

Sentinel1BandNameValue

+ amplitudeAscending

+ amplitudeDescending

+ coherenceAscending

+ coherenceDescending

+ ratioVVonVHAscending

+ ratioVVonVHDescending

+ VHAscending

+ VHDescending

+ VVAscending

+ VVdescending

«codeList»

LandsatBandNameValue

+ B1

+ B10

+ B11

+ B2

+ B3

+ B4

+ B6

+ B7

+ B8

+ B9

«codeList»

PlanetBandNameValue

+ blue

+ green

+ infraRed

+ red

«codeList»

ImageBandType
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However, it should be recognised that the NIVA project alone with only a few partners involved in 

the EO monitoring Use Cases can not claim to propose an exhaustive data model and a turnkey 

solution. 

This data model, if considered of interest, should be used as starting point by a wider community or 

by an official body (such as JRC) and then analysed, discussed, enriched, corrected to reflect better 

the wide range of steps and possible methods implied in EO monitoring. 

The main aim of this data model is to propose a structured way to describe the EO monitoring 

processings. However, a UML data model is just a possible format and some derived and may be 

more relevant products might be envisaged (training material, template for metadata on EO 

monitoring processes …). These derived products are out of scope of the NIVA projet  but might be 

considered by a follow-up initiative. 
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4. Exchange between FMIS and IACS 

 

4.1. Introduction  

4.1.1. Status 

This part is under progress and in provisory status. 

4.1.2. Context and Objectives 

Farmers may have FMIS (Farm Information Management System) and some data from FMIS are 
required by some NIVA Use Cases.  In practice, FMIS are often commercial tools provided by various 
software companies.  
 
This paper aims to investigate the semantic requirements towards FMIS data, the potential solutions 
for exchanging data between IACS and FMIS in a standardised way and the remaining issues. 
 
This paper is mainly summarising the results of the actions already done by the Use Cases concerned 
by FMIS data. 
 
 

4.2. Identifying required data 

There are 2 ways to identify required data:  

- First define which data is required by the Use Cases or more generally by Paying Agencies for 

CAP management and then investigate potential data sources, including FMIS  

- Investigate what is (generally) available in FMIS and decide what could be useful for the Use 

case or for Paying Agencies. 

In practice, these methods are not (totally) exclusive and there may be some iterations between 
what is desirable (requirements) and what is feasible (data availability). Until now, only the first 
method has been applied. 
 

4.2.1. Use Case requirements 

The content of the table below  provides mainly from the Use Case presentations done during 
Madrid meeting (in March 2020) or during virtual “Dublin” meeting (in May 2020). Therefore, this is 
only a provisory assessment of the FMIS data required from FMIS. 
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FMIS data requirements from NIVA Use Cases 

Use Case Requirements for FMIS data 

 

UC1a  The Decision Support System will have to take into the secondary evidence, namely geotagged 
photos and machine data, that may be available through FMIS. 

UC1b To compute indicator on carbon storage and on nitrate lixiviation Tier II (and III), data is required 
about: 

- Use of fertilizers (organic and mineral) : nature + quantity 

- Export of of straw (out of the farm): quantity 

UC1c FMIS data will be required for computing farm performance indicators. Indicators are not yet 
defined but some FMIS key topics have been identified: 

- Fertilizer use 

- Manure stack data  

- Plant protection product use 

UC2 No data required from FMIS 

UC3  The requirements are provided by the draft data model for Farm Registry. Key elements : 
- Producer 

- Farm identification 

- Location (crop parcels….) 

- Practices: crop labours and activities, fertilizers, phytosanitary products … 

UC4a UC4a provides an application for geotagged photos that may be stored in the farmer FMIS. 

UC4b UC4b is developing tools for transfer of machine data to FMIS and to IACS with focus on cases 
where EO data may be not enough to decide on eligibility: 

- Catch crop :  

o Which parcel has been processed? 

o Which crop (mixture) is sown? 

o When was it sown? 

o What amount has been sown per hectare? 

o When is the field plowed / the crop converted? 

- Strip crops: geometry + crop type  

UC5a A priori, no need for FMIS data 

 

UC5b UC5b would use data from Farm Registry for the Seamless Claim. 

 

Table 5 Estimated UC requirementsfor FMIS data 
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4.2.2. Paying Agencies requirements 

As leader of UC1b, ARIB has launched a questionnaire about data exchange between FMIS and IACS, 
targeted to PA. Answers were received from most NIVA partners and, in addition, from Austria, 
Czech Republic, 3 Lander in Germany, Luxembourg, Malta, Slovakia and Sweden. 
 

Two questions were related to data content expected from FMIS by PA: 

- Question 5 : If data is being transferred from FMIS to IACS, what kind of FMIS data is shared 

with IACS? 

- Question 10:  From your perspective as a Paying Agency, is there any agricultural data on 

farm level which is of particular interest to you but is currently not readily available? 

 
Main results are summarised below: 
 

FMIS data requirements from PA 

Data Question 5 

(current situation) 

Question 10 

(wished in future) 

Geotagged photos 

 

Malta 

Spain (Valencia) 

Germany 

 

Use of fertilizers (organic and 
mineral) 

Denmark 
Netherlands 
Slovakia  

Spain (Valencia) 

Austria 
Estonia 

Spain ( Catalonia – Navarra) 

Use of plant protection product 
(e.g. pesticides) 

Netherlands 

Slovakia 

Spain (Valencia) 

Austria 
Estonia 
Netherlands 

Spain ( Catalonia – Navarra) 

Farming operations (with their 
dates)  : ploughing, sowing, 
planting, showing, harvesting 

Netherlands (cultivation dates) 
Slovakia (cultivation dates)  

Spain- Valencia (cultivation dates) 

Austria 
Estonia 
Spain- Catalonia &Navarra 

 

Specific cultivation methods 
(high tunnels, hydroponic, …) 

 

Czech 
Slovakia 

Spain (Valencia) 

 

Pasture and grazing 

Livestock and pasture 
management 

Slovakia 

Spain (Valencia) 

Czech 
Denmark (grassland) 
Estonia 
Netherlands 

Spain - Navarra 
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Yield data  Slovakia 

 
 

Farm data (type of farming, 
economic size, income, 
productivity …) 

 Italy 

Netherlands 

Management programs (soil, 
water, carbon) 

Netherlands  

Precision farming data 
Machine data 

 

Netherlands 

Slovakia 

Spain (Valencia) 

Germany 
Lithuania (machine data) 

Spain - Catalonia 

Animal tracking system 

 
 Spain (Valencia) 

Table 6 FMIS data requirements from Paying Agencies  

NOTE 1: Data already provided through the geospatial aid declaration, such as “geospatial data” or 
“crop types” have been mentioned several times but are not reminded in the above table. 
 
NOTE 2: This table is not fully exhaustive. As the objective is to provide an overview, some 
aggregation has been done, with the risk of removing some details or to exclude unclear answers. 
 

4.2.3. FMIS data content: current understanding 

From discussion with WP2, there would be some common components in all or almost all FMIS 
software solutions: 
 

- Geotagged photos 

- Machine data (for plant production) 

- Field book (parcels with their crops) 

- Advisory services (to support farmers). 

- Machine data for animal production: milk robots, feed robots, barn climate registrations 

- Irrigation registration ( artificial  well ,  open surface  water, capacity and  production, 

irrigation methods 

- Building and installation characteristics. (type and number animals, emission , capacity, 

energy consumption) 

 
Therefore, a priori, the component of main interest for NIVA and Paying Agencies is the Field Book 
that contains the most widely desired information about crop and related agricultural practices, such 
as use of fertilizers or of plant protection products.  
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4.3.  Towards semantic interoperability  

4.3.1. General issue 

There are various FMIS software using diverse data models and formats and the objective is to 
enable data transfer to various national IACS (also with diverse data models and formats). 
 
At first glance, the situation looks like this, with a lot of required interfaces (each arrow representing 
an interface): 
 

 

Figure 45 data exchange between FMIS and IACS without standard 

4.3.2. Potential solution for Field Book component  

A common standard should help to solve the issue, as it offers a harmonised way to exchange 
messages between two systems. 
From the investigation done until now by the NIVA Use Cases, the UN/CEFACT standard eCROP has 
been identified as the best candidate but some discussion is going on. 
 

 

Figure 46 data exchange between FMIS and NIVA Use Cases with  a common standard such as eCROP 
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NOTE: the figure focus on the requirements of NIVA Use Cases about importing data from FMIS; 
however, in some cases, it might also be of interest to have data exchange from IACS to FMIS, i.e. to 
have birectional arrows on the figure. 

 

4.3.3. Remaining issues and potential actions 

 

• Consolidating the choice of eCROP standard  
The eCROP standard has already be chosen and successfully implemented by Use Cases about 
Farmer Performance and Machine Data.  However, there are still some discussions about the 
complexity of this eCrop standard or temptations to use national standards already implemented in 
national FMIS. 
 

• Missing code lists 
eCROP does not include the code lists by itself, but supports the usage of all code lists the user is 
willing to use. This includes national code lists, branch code lists, global code lists; these code list may 
come be standardized (e.g. from UN, FAO, etc.) but they may also be private property code lists. 
 
The NIVA project will have to investigate the code lists the most relevant for the desired FMIS data. 
There is already a proposal for crop types but other topics have to be considered, mainly regarding 
fertilizer and plant protection products. 
 

• Profiles of eCrop standard 
The eCrop standard is rather flexible and the NIVA Use Cases have or may design profiles of this 
standard.  This is not an issue if a Use Case employs only a subset of the eCrop standard or even if 
several Use Cases make more significant changes but on different pieces of information. However, 
there may be issues if various UC make various profiles on same pieces of information. This might 
lead to following situation 
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Figure 47 Various profiles of eCROP entailing more interfaces 

The choice of a common standard (eCrop) for data exchange between FMIS and the NIVA Use Cases 
should enable to reduce the number of interfaces (yellow arrows). However, the eCrop standard being 
very flexible and the Use Cases having various requirements, some UC have begun to define UC 
specific profiles that will require some adjustments to the common interface (represented in the 
figure by arrows with discontinuous lines).  
 
If the choice of eCROP standard is confirmed for NIVA, it might be envisaged to capitalise the profiles 
developed by the various Use Cases by registrating them in a common format in a catalogue or to 
provide a common  NIVA profile of eCROP. This should be investigated during second half of the 
project. 

 
• Matching the objects  

 
First issue is related to the target database. It is still a bit unclear where and how the desired FMIS 
data will be integrated in the national IACSs. Will Paying Agencies decide to adopt the common data 
model of Farm Registry proposed by UC3 or will they prefer to make more limited adjustments, for 
instance, by adding a couple of attributes to Agricultural Parcels? For short term, the second solution 
may be preferred for security reasons. 
 

The second step is about matching the concepts of the eCROP messages (or other common standard) 
with the concepts of the receiving database of Paying Agencies. This step is a theorist exercise that 
may be relatively simple if the receiving database has been designed to be close to eCROP or to be a 
simplified view of eCROP. 
 

The last point is about making the practical exercise of matching the objects themselves. The key 

correspondence is between the Agricultural Parcel of IACS and the Farm Plot of eCROP; should the 

correspondence be established using identifiers or more or less similar geometries is a point to be 

clarified by investigating more in detail how information is managed in the various FMIS solutions. 
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4.4. Conclusions 

The choice of a common standard (eCrop) by the involved NIVA Use Cases is a first and significant 

step towards semantic interoperability. However, we are still at the beginning of the process, with 

still limited experience in concrete data exchanges between FMIS and IACS and with important 

remaining issues , such as the lack of standardised code lists. 

 

In addition, the semantic interoperability (common understanding of exchanged data) is only a part 

of the solution. A key preliminary step is related to legal and organisational interoperability (do we 

agree to share data between IACS and FMIS and under which general conditions?)  and a key 

following step is related to technical interoperability (can we develop common tools to ensure data 

exchange between various heterogeneous IACS and FMIS?). 

 

In summary,  the topic of data exchanges between FMIS and IACS is quite new and very innovative 

and the NIVA work on this issue is still in exploratory mode, though some significant  has been done.  
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5. Conclusions 

Through its nine Use Cases, the NIVA project aims to develop common tools for modernizing CAP 

payment management. Some of these tools are mainly based on data that is already in current IACS 

whereas the other ones are preparing the new monitoring system or even the new CAP. 

5.1. Harmonising current IACS 

The first version of the NIVA a common semantic model was targeting the core geospatial data of 

current IACS, used as input data by most of the NIVA Use cases. This core data model had identified 

the declared crop type as a key attribute but without defining it as shown in figure 48. 

 

  

Figure 48 The initial core data model for agricultural parcels 

 

The first progress of the NIVA Use Cases have shown that  there were requirements for  a common 

crop type list. To be widely accepted, the choice of such common list has to be strongly argumented. 

This is why WP3 conducted a deep investigation on this key topic. This choice is considered as 

definitive, at least until the end of the NIVA project. Its effective uptake will be assessed in the last 

version of the Common Semantic Model. 

The common crop type list should be considered as part of the core common model proposed by 

NIVA for current IACS (core model to be used by NIVA use cases). 

 

5.2. Preparing new IACS 

The situation is quite different regarding the two other topics considered by this deliverable. The 

data model “Base types for EO monitoring” is proposing  a structured descriptionof the steps and 

possible options of the new monitoring system that is in place only in a few pilot countries and so, is 

still in an innovation phase with lots of experimentations going on. 
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Regarding the exchanges between IACS and FMIS, the situation is even more future-oriented as the 

FMIS data is expected to be used as secondary evidence in the new monitoring system of current 

CAP (new system being not mature but more or less known) but also as potential source for the data 

that might be mandated by the new CAP (what implies more uncertainties). 

 

The role of WP3 Harmonisation and interoperability is to support this innovation by  facilitating 

common solutions. However, NIVA being an innovation project and not a standardization project,  

the WP3 recommendations have to be adapted to the level of maturity of each topic: the objective is 

to provide relevant and careful recommendations that should help innovation but not prevent it or 

orient it in a wrong direction. 

This is why the data model “Base types for EO monitoring”  is in fact a metadata model, aiming to 

present and possibly document in a common and structured way, the various steps and options of 

the new CAP monitoring system (but without recommending any specific solution). This is also why 

the chapter about exchanges between IACS and FMIS is mainly a capitalization, a state-of-play of the 

work done by NIVA on this issue. 

For the next and last version at the end of the project, the outcomes on these two topics should be 

more mature and consolidated but the general philosophy will remain the same. The objective is to 

propose a common view on some of the “bricks”  of the new IACS system, this common view being 

mainly a state-of-play explaining the isues and potential solutions. In summary, even in its final 

version, the Common Semantic Model will be rather a (good) starting point for follow-up initiatives 

than definitive standardization recommendations. 
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6. Annex A: Crop types in Paying Agencies 

Grouping of cultures in PA (survey about semantic inter operability) 

• Question 10 : Are these crop types grouped, organized under some hierarchy? 

Negative answers: 

- The codes are numbers from 1 – 999. We have tried to organize the in some categories of 

e.g. arable land, permanent crops, and permanent grassland where possible. 

- The parcel’s cultivation is defined through the combination of crop type and variety 

- We use a table with crop codes. In the table you can find whether they are different crops for 

the Crop Diversification, and if they are eligible for EFA and all other remarks per crop related 

to the CAP schemes. 

- We only use hierarchy in our processes: administrative checks, when calculating the aid… 

Positive answers: 

- They are grouped in different aggregation groups that are solicited by the measure. It does 

not strictly correspond to a hierarchy. It is more complex. 

- We use following grouping:  

o Grass    -legumes   -  fruit trees and berries  

o land laying fallow,  -vegetables  - medicinal and herbs 

o cereals,   - row crops  - oil and fiber crops  

o Etc    

- They are only subdivided in some great categories recalling the main categories provided by 

art. 4 (1) Reg 1307/2013 such as 

o  111 arable land;  

o grass and other herbaceous forage  

o  and so on   

- There are hierarchies/groupings 

o Eligibility for different schemes   - Grassland 

o Arable      - Permanent Crop 

o Temp Grass     - Tillage 

o Arable Herbaceous    - Arable Grass Production 

o Leguminous 

- We use 6 groups.  

o 1 - Plants on arable land, fallow   

o 2 - Nitrogen fixing plants in arable land;  

o 3 - Herbaceous nitrogenous crops on arable land; 

o 4 - Pasture or meadow up to 5 years;  

o 5 – Permanent crops;  

o 6 - Permanent grasslands, natural and semi-natural grasslands. 
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- Some hierarchy. Ex Fallow land, nr 60, has green, nr 101, and black, nr 102 as a “under crop 

code”.  Lot of our vegetables are under crop codes. Our old system can only handle 2 digits in the 

main crop code 

- Based on the diversification groups for the greening obligations. 

 

Conclusions:  

There is a wide variety of practices.  

- Some countries are grouping crops “on-the-fly”, in a dynamic way during the various 

processes, e.g. when computing the aids.  

- Even the countries having a fixed/static grouping of crops are generally mixing pure crop 

types concepts and agricultural practices (“tillage”) or eligibility rules (“nitrogen fixing 

plants”). 

The Dutch approach (having a fixed list of crops and a table linking crops to eligibility rules) look a 

good approach that might be reused for NIVA. 

 

Comparative analysis of the crop types used by Paying Agencies 
The following illustrations are coming from the aggregation  & comparisation exercise performed on 

the tables provided by the 7 Paying Agencies involved in the Sen4CAP project. 

 

They aim to provide examples showing why these crop types lists are so various (and with so limited 

common content).  

 

• Different levels of granularity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple case : A generic value and more detailed values  
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Classification including temporal aspects 

 

 
 

 

Use of “Other  something “  

 

NOTE : the use of “other” or “another” may lead to  values looking very unclear such as “Another 

cereal of another kind” or “Other unspecified vegetables production”. 

 

 

  

Use of mixt crops 

 

 

• Use of the crop  -  product  
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• Agricultural practices 

 

 
 

 

Various or specific practices 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Temporal aspects taken into account 
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• Land tenure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Specific eligibility conditions  

 

 

 
 

 

 

• Concepts not related to crop types  
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• Combined criteria 

 

 

 
 

 

Use of crop + land tenure Land cover + practice 

 

Use + practice 
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7. Annex B: questionnaire about requirements for 
common crop type list 

Foreword  

This questionnaire aims to collect the requirements and opinions of NIVA partners regarding 

common list(s) of crop types in NIVA. 

Before filling it, it is advised or even necessary to read the discussion paper about crop types. 

 

There are 3 parts in this questionnaire: 

- Main one is about collecting requirements from Use Cases  

- Second one is about the opinion of Paying Agencies 

- Third one is about the interest of common crop type list in the NIVA project in general 

-  

Use case requirements  

This part is to be filled by Use Case leaders (in coordination with their technical partners). 

 

1. Are you using crop type list(s) for your Use Case? If yes, explain shortly for which purpose. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. For your Use Case,  what about an harmonised NIVA crop type list ?  Is it strongly necessary , 

just useful, not required at all? Explain shortly the expected benefits of a common NIVA crop 

type list  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3. For your Use Case, how should this  common crop type list look like? What should be its main 

characteristics?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

NOTE: the discussion paper is proposing some criteria (e.g. botanical or product oriented, more or 

less detailed, …). You are invited to use these criteria to express your answer but you may also 

express your requirements in your own words if those of the discussion paper are not suitable or 

missing. 

 

4. Have a look at the standards investigated in the discussion paper.  

a) Are there standards that look adapted to your Use Case needs?  If yes, which ones?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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b) In opposite, are there standards that look completely inadapted to your Use Case needs? 

If yes, which ones? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

5  Only some standards have been investigated by WP3. Are you aware of other standard(s) 

that would fill better your Use Case requirements? If yes, which ones?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

6. From your Use Case point of view, what is or what should be the definition of a crop type ? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Free comment (missing points in the questionnaire template) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Paying Agency opinion  

 

This part is to be filled by Paying Agencies. There has been some discussion during WP2 webinar 

(08/04/2020) if the potential  NIVA  common crop type list(s) should be used only for data exchange 

or if it should be adopted and used natively  by Paying Agencies (especially for the new CAP). 

 

1 Are you already applying a european or global standard for crop types in your Paying Agency. 

If yes, which one? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2 Regarding your Paying Agency, do you think you might in future adopt the potential  NIVA 

crop type  list(s) natively in your CAP management system?    

Yes probably   □ 

Yes may be   □ 

Rather no   □ 

No for sure   □  

We don’t know at all   □ 

Please, provide some explanations, some rationale for your choice (e.g. what are the expected 

difficulties? What might be the benefits? ) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3 To be adopted in your own Paying Agency, how should the future NIVA Common code list(s) 

looking like? What should be its main characteristics? 
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

4 Have a look at the standards investigated in the discussion paper.  

c) Are there standards that might be adopted by your Paying Agency?  If yes, which ones?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

d) In opposite, are there standards that look completely inadapted for your Paying Agency? 

If yes, which ones? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

5. From your  Paying Agency point of view, what is or what should be the definition of a crop 

type? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Free comment (missing points in the questionnaire template) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

NIVA project in general 

This part may be filled by any one being partner of the NIVA project. 

Answers from coordinating bodies (project coordinator, PMB, Policy Board) are expected. 

 

Until now, we have identified  the following  drivers  for common NIVA crop type list(s): 

- NIVA Use Cases 

- Publication of IACS data for INSPIRE, for statistics, for Linked Open Data 

 

1. Do you think that other drivers should be taken into account? If yes, which ones? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2. In opposite, among the identified drivers, are some of them looking irrelevant or of minor 

priority? If yes, which ones? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3. In your point of view, what should be the main purpose(s) of the common NIVA crop type 

list(s)?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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The discussion paper has shown conflicting requirements (botanical versus product oriented 

classification, simple versus detailed classification) ; therefore, there is no perfect solution and NIVA 

has to decide on the strategy to be adopted, e.g. which of the proposed scenarios should be chosen. 

 

4. What is your opinion about this ?  With which of the 2 following sentences are you agreeing 

more? 

- Use a simple classification meeting most (but not all) requirements   □ 

- We need to address all requirements even if this implies complex solution  □ 

- I don’t know, I have no opinion        □ 

- I have a better solution to propose       □ 

Please, provide some explanations about your choice: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Free comment (missing points in the questionnaire template) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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